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Taking Reasonable Steps to Verify Identity – When are further inquiries necessary to meet the 
standard? 
Sharon Christensen 
Context  
Verification of Identity, or VOI for short, is now an entrenched term within the Australian property 
law lexicon. Land Registries in Australia generally impose verification of identity requirements as 
part of the registration requirements for most transfers of land. Although, the Land Title Act 1994 
(Qld) has, since 2005, included a requirement for the mortgagee of land to take reasonable steps to 
verify the identity of the mortgagor as a condition of obtaining indefeasible title, other jurisdictions 
have only recently adopted the same approach for mortgages. As land registries embrace a digital 
future, the Registrars of Title in each jurisdiction have, not unexpectedly, emphasised the need to 
maintain the integrity of the Torrens register. Progress towards a digital land registry has 
necessitated changes to the execution of electronic land registry documents with the requirement 
for witnessing of signatures removed. In its place, trusted parties (legal practitioners and financial 
institutions) are given the right to digitally sign documents, provided steps are taken to ensure the 
integrity of the transaction. An essential aspect of the integrity process for legal practitioners is 
verifying the identity of their client and establishing the client’s right to deal with the property. 
Eventually, in a fully electronic environment, it logically follows that VOI may become a prerequisite 
for the registration of all instruments as part of maintaining the integrity of the register. In 
Queensland, the recent extension of Land Registry VOI requirements to the execution of (i) 
electronic mortgages, (ii) electronic transfers and (iii) paper transfers signed and witnessed overseas, 
has resulted in a merger of the disparate requirements for paper and electronic instruments into 
one common benchmark. In each case the obligation imposed on a legal practitioner or mortgagee is 
to take ‘reasonable steps’ to identify the person signing the land registry document and just as 
importantly to establish their right to deal with the property.  What constitutes ‘reasonable steps’ is 
left to the judgement of the identity verifier, but a ‘safe harbour’ is provided in the case of electronic 
documents in the VOI Standard published in the ARNECC Participation Rules1 (ARNECC VOI Standard) 
and for other documents in the Registrar’s VOI Standard,2 which is in all material respects the same 
as the ARNECC VOI Standard. As highlighted in this article however, reliance on the VOI Standard 
requires more than a ‘checkbox’ approach to identity documents. An ability to claim ‘safe harbour’ 
may require a legal practitioner to undertake further inquiries where inconsistencies or anomalies 
are present in identity documents or anomalies are revealed as part of ascertaining the client’s right 
to deal with the property. 
This article explains the application of the VOI Standards within the Queensland context and seeks to 
demonstrate the connection between verification of identity, the right to deal and the circumstances 
in which further steps may be required to meet the ‘safe harbour’ requirements.  
 
                                                            
1  Australian Registrars National Electronic Conveyancing Council Participation Rules are available at 
www.arnecc.gov.au (accessed 19 July 2016).  
2  Queensland Land Registry Land Titles Practice Manual [60-0390] (available at 
https://www.business.qld.gov.au/industry/titles-property-construction/titles-property/practice-manual  
(accessed 19 July 2016). 
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Verification of identity for Queensland land registry instruments 
Under the Land Title Act 1994 (Qld) ‘LTA’, each instrument lodged for registration is required to be 
signed and, in the case of an individual, witnessed by a qualified person listed in Schedule 1 of the 
LTA. The role of the witness is to verify the identity of the signer and attest to the execution of the 
document. Attesting witnesses are required to comply with the requirements in Land Title Act, s 162 
to take reasonable steps to verify the identity of the signer and witness the signing of the instrument 
in their presence. No other guidelines were originally provided by the Registrar for witnesses to 
execution of instruments. 
In 2005, additional obligations were placed on mortgagees to take reasonable steps to verify that 
the mortgagor signing the mortgage was or would become the legal owner of the land. To assist 
mortgagees a set of guidelines for reasonable steps was published by the Registrar. A safe harbour 
was provided for a mortgagee who followed them.  These obligations were primarily aimed at 
mitigating the States exposure to fraud by placing responsibility for verifying identity onto 
mortgagees.3 To incentivise compliance, a mortgagee who failed to take reasonable steps was 
unable to claim the benefits of indefeasibility for the mortgage.4  Initially the Registrar’s guidelines 
were consistent with the Commonwealth anti-money laundering requirements5 imposed on financial 
institutions and aligned with the 100 point identity check usually undertaken. In March 2016, in 
response to the recommendations of the Queensland Organised Crime Commission of Inquiry the 
Registrar’s VOI Standard was revised to require face to face verification of identity and was aligned 
with the ARNECC VOI Standard for electronic conveyancing documents.  The practical impact of 
these changes is that the standard for assessing whether a mortgagee has taken reasonable steps to 
identify a mortgagor is the same for paper and electronic documents. 
In 2015, the ARNECC VOI Standard was introduced for application to electronic land registry 
instruments lodged through PEXA.6  PEXA allows parties to generate a transfer and associated 
instruments in a digital workspace which is then signed by the legal practitioner or mortgagee using 
a digital signature. To minimise fraud and other risks, only authorised subscribers (legal 
practitioners, registered conveyancers and financial institutions) are able to create documents 
within the system and digitally sign. Before signing a document a legal practitioner is required to 
obtain a client authorisation,7 which allows the legal practitioner to digitally sign electronic land 
registry instruments for the client.  Reasonable steps must be taken to identify the client, preferably 
prior to the client signing a client authorisation.  Under the Queensland Participation Rules (QPR)8 
for PEXA (clause 6.5) if a legal practitioner follows the procedure in the ARNECC VOI Standard in 
                                                            
3  Refer to Explanatory Note to Natural Resources and Other Legislation Amendment Act 2005 (Qld).  
4 Commonwealth Bank of Australia v Perrin [2011] QSC 274 provides an example of a failure by a mortgagee to 
take reasonable steps to identity the mortgagor was the party signing the mortgage. 
5 Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (Cth). 
6 PEXA is a secure electronic platform that allows parties to a conveyance to create and lodge documents with 
the Land Registry and to pay settlement funds electronically at a virtual settlement. 
7 A client authorisation authorises a solicitor to do a number of things on behalf of the client to enable the 
transaction to be completed electronically, including signing electronic documents for registration and 
authorising and completing the financial transaction: Electronic Conveyancing National Law, s 10. 
8 The Queensland Participation Rules are in substance the ARNECC Model Participation Rules as authorised by 
the Registrar of Titles for application in Queensland. Refer to 
https://publications.qld.gov.au/dataset/queensland-participation-rules-for-electronic-conveyancing for a copy 
of the QPR (accessed 19 July 2016). 
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Schedule 8 of the QPR, the legal practitioner is deemed by the QPR to have taken reasonable steps 
(cl 6.5.2). The ARNECC VOI Standard elaborates on the reasonable steps a legal practitioner may 
need to take depending on the legal capacity of the client, the use of an Identity Agent to verify 
identity and the requirements for identity verification of clients who are outside of Australia.  
In May 2016, additional obligations were imposed by the Registrar of Titles upon witnesses of paper 
land registry instruments executed overseas. These requirements align with the ARNECC VOI 
Standard for electronic conveyancing where the client is overseas.  A witness is required to sign a 
certification, in the form approved by the Registrar, attesting to a number of facts including that: 
• certain listed original identity documents were presented by the person being identified and 
these were endorsed as true copies: 
• the person being identified was physically present for the verification of identity and the 
witnessing of the instrument; and  
• person being identified executed the instruments in the presence of the witness. 
As part of the process the legal practitioner for the executing party is required to review the identity 
documents the client is going to present to the witness and take reasonable steps to determine the 
client’s right to deal with the property.  Details of the process a legal practitioner should follow are 
outlined in the Land Titles Practice Manual [60-0390] and are in all material respects aligned to the 
ARNECC VOI Standard for overseas verification of identity. 
Several key points emerge for legal practitioners: 
1. The primary obligation under both VOI Standards is for a legal practitioner to take 
reasonable steps to verify the identity of a client. The VOI Standard is not a mandatory 
standard but a legal practitioner who follows the standard will be entitled to assert 
reasonable steps were taken. 
2. The ARNECC VOI Standard provides the basic standard for determining if a legal practitioner 
or mortgagee has taken reasonable steps in the case of: 
a. Electronic transfers and mortgages where a client authorisation is signed by a client 
inside or outside Australia; 
b. Paper mortgages; or   
c. Paper transfers signed and witnessed outside of Australia  
3. Although the VOI Standards are not specifically applicable to execution and witnessing of 
most paper instruments, a prudent legal practitioner would seek to take reasonable steps in 
any event to verify the client’s identity and their right to deal with the property as part of 
their retainer to act in a conveyance.    
4. Adoption by the Registrar of the ARNECC VOI Standard as part of the Registrar’s VOI 
Standard for overseas witnessing and signing of paper transfers increases the probability of a 
court referring to the ARNECC VOI Standard when assessing if a legal practitioner has taken 
‘reasonable steps’ to verify the identity of a client.  
For these reasons Queensland practitioners should be fully conversant with the elements of the 
ARNECC VOI Standard and, more importantly, when it may be necessary for the purpose of proving 
‘reasonable steps’, to go beyond the basic steps set out in the VOI Standard.  
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Reasonable steps in the VOI Standard 
The ARNECC VOI Standard sets out certain mandatory elements for compliance with the standard. 
An identity verifier who complies with the ARNECC VOI standard will be deemed to have taken 
reasonable steps.9 The ARNECC VOI Standard is not compulsory, but a practitioner who follows the 
standard will be able to rely upon the deeming provision. This does not prevent a practitioner from 
adopting a risk based approach to identity verification.  For example, a practitioner may choose to 
undertake minimal inquiries for a long term client where they are well known to the legal 
practitioner. It may still be possible to prove reasonable steps were taken even though the VOI 
Standard is not satisfied, but the onus will be on the legal practitioner to this was the case.   
Steps in the ARNECC VOI Standard are: 
1. Face-to-face verification of identity is required;10 
2. As part of the face-to-face verification, the verifier is required to examine and retain copies 
of original identity documents produced by the person. A list of acceptable identity 
documents is provided in the VOI Standard according to six categories. A person is required 
to produce all of the documents in a particular category starting with category 1. If the 
documents in category 1 cannot be provided the identity verifier should move to category 2. 
If all of the documents in category 2 cannot be produced the verifier should move to 
category 3 and so on.  
3. If the verification of identity is being undertaken overseas, the identity verifier is required to 
comply with the steps in the Appendix to the Model Participation Rules Guidance Note 2 – 
Verification of Identity11 (which are substantially reproduced as the Registrar’s VOI Standard  
for overseas witnessing of paper documents). 
4. Further unspecified inquiries are required if:  
a. an identity document is not genuine; or  
b. a photograph is not a reasonable likeness; or  
c. the person does not appear to be the person in the identity documents; or  
d. it would ‘otherwise be reasonable to do so’. 
A crucial issue for legal practitioners undertaking VOI and who seek to rely upon the ARNECC VOI 
Standard is in what circumstances will it ‘otherwise be reasonable’ to make further inquiries in order 
to claim the benefit of the ‘safe harbour’?  
 
When is it ‘otherwise reasonable’ to make further inquiries? 
                                                            
9 For the purpose of compliance with the Queensland Participation Rules, Land Title Act 1994, s 11A and the 
overseas witnessing requirements. 
10 Under the Queensland Participation Rules, if a practitioner is unable to undertake face to face verification an 
Identity Agent can be used. If the Identity Agent complies with the Insurance Rules in the QPR and conducts 
the VOI in accordance with the VOI Standard (including obtaining copies of all original identity documents and 
signing an identity agent certification), a practitioner can claim deemed reasonable steps under the QPR. 
11  Model Participation Rules Guidance Note 2 – Verification of Identity 
(http://www.arnecc.gov.au/publications/mpr_guidance_notes (accessed 19 July 2016). 
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What is reasonable in any given situation is usually determined by a court on an objective basis 
having regard to the nature and extent of the obligation and the nature of the transaction.12 In the 
context of a conveyancing transaction, a legal practitioner or mortgagee is under an obligation to 
take ‘reasonable steps’ to:  
(i) verify the identity of their client or mortgagor; and  
(ii)  ensure the identified person is entitled to enter the transaction or sign the 
instrument.13  
In the case of a seller, this means the legal practitioner should make reasonable inquiries to 
ascertain that the client is the person they claim to be and the person registered as the owner of the 
property (or a person legally entitled to act on their behalf). What constitutes reasonable steps in 
the VOI process must therefore be considered in the context of both these obligations as well as the 
particular facts. 
Guidance about circumstances in which further inquiries may be reasonable is provided within the 
VOI Standard (clause 10) and supplemented by the Model Participation Rules Guidance Note 2 – 
Verification of Identity, clause 5.5 issued by ARNECC.14  Under the VOI Standard further inquiries are 
mandatory if there is ambiguity or doubt about the identity documents provided by the person or ‘it 
is otherwise reasonable to do so’. The Guidance Note provides a non-exhaustive list of potential 
situations in which it may ‘otherwise be reasonable’. These examples focus on the nature or quality 
of the identity documentation provided by the person. Identity verifiers should not limit themselves 
to these examples and as a recent English decision demonstrates, documentation obtained as part 
of verifying the person’s right to deal with the property may put a reasonable person on notice that 
further inquiries about identity are required.   
In Purrunsing v A’Court &Co (a Firm) [2016] EWHC 789 (Ch) a fraudster, who pretended to be one Mr 
Dawson, engaged solicitors, A’Court &Co (ACC) to act in the conveyance of a property in September 
2012. Mr Dawson (this is a reference to the fraudster) instructed ACC that he was not living at the 
property, the property was vacant and had been given to him by his father in 2008 and that a speedy 
exchange was required.  He informed ACC that he was living at Flat 1, 14 Market St, Maidenhead and 
produced a water account from August 2012, an electricity account from August 2012 and a bank 
statement addressed to him at that address. A passport was also produced although it was accepted 
by the court in hindsight that it was a forgery. 
ACC searched the title for the property and the result indicated the following: 
“(06.05.2008) PROPRIETOR: NICHOLAS ROBERT DAWSON of 35 Merton Hall Gardens, 
Wimbledon … and of 163 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge 
(06.05.2008) The value as at 6 May 2008 was stated to be between £200,001 and £500,000  
                                                            
12 See Electricity Generation Corporation v Woodside Energy Ltd (2014) 251 CLR 640 [40] – [41]. 
13 This applies to an electronic conveyance by virtue of Queensland Participation Rules, clause 6.4, a witness to 
execution of an instrument under LTA, s 162, a mortgagee under s 11A LTA and a practitioner who arranges for 
overseas execution of a transfer. 
14 Model Participation Rules Guidance Note 2 – Verification of Identity is available at 
http://www.arnecc.gov.au/publications/mpr_guidance_notes (accessed 19 July 2016). 
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None of the utility accounts were addressed to Mr Dawson at the address of the property at Merton 
Hall Gardens or at Huntingdon Road, Cambridge. Answers to standard property information inquiries 
were given by Mr Dawson which indicated there was no building work undertaken on the property. 
During the first purported sale of a property ACC became aware through the buyer’s solicitor that 
building work had been undertaken and the relevant documents were requested from Mr Dawson. 
Mr Dawson replied that he did not have the building certificates because his father had made the 
application. The following week, the buyer’s solicitor requested replies to Requisitions on Title and 
confirmation that ACC had “verified their client’s identity to meet with Money Laundering 
Regulations … [f]urther, our client has asked for confirmation of the Hospital that your client works 
at in Abu Dhabi”. ACC responded that they had evidence of the client’s address and seen the client’s 
UK passport. This response was copied to Mr Dawson, who replied that he ‘no longer wish[ed] to 
proceed with the sale to Mr Crompton as I now feel that he is trying to prolong the transaction and 
may not proceed to completion…” 
The court commented that at this point it was ‘reasonably clear’15  that it was “exclusively the 
request for information about Mr Dawson’s employment that caused him to withdraw from the 
sale”. In the view of the court it was at this point that ACC should have been on notice that further 
inquiries were necessary. 
A subsequent sale was negotiated by Mr Dawson which proceeded to completion. During the second 
conveyancing process ACC sent the draft contract, copies of the title search and the previous 
property information questionnaires to the buyer’s solicitor, HOC. There was no attempt to correct 
the information about the building work, nor were further inquiries about these anomalies 
undertaken. Settlement occurred and the purchase money was paid. The seller’s fraud was 
discovered prior to the buyer being registered and the buyer sued both the seller’s solicitor and their 
own solicitor for negligence and breach of trust. The buyer succeeded against both solicitors. 
It was clear in the court’s view that if ACC had attempted to contact Mr Dawson at the Cambridge 
address the fraud would have been discovered as the real owner would have been contacted. ACC 
also did not ask for a local government rates account or other tax documentation about the property 
addressed to him. 
Implications 
The decision in Purrunsing v A’Court &Co (a Firm) demonstrates that there may be a number of 
factors either in isolation or collectively would prompt a prudent legal practitioner to make further 
inquiries such as: 
1. inconsistencies in addresses on identity documents and other documentation provided to 
prove a connection to the property, such as utility accounts; 
2. lack of knowledge about the history of the property while in the client’s ownership; 
3. Inability to produce a utility account for the property addressed to the seller at their current 
address (as noted on official records); 
4. Pressure from the client to settle more quickly than usual (eg. pushing for settlement within 
7 days so few inquiries can be made by the buyer); 
                                                            
15  [2016] EWHC 789 (Ch), [17]. 
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5. Inconsistency between client instructions and history of registered dealings.16  
Whether these factors alone or in combination put a prudent legal practitioner on notice that 
further steps or inquiries are reasonably required will depend on the facts in each case. More weight 
may be given to anomalies of this nature where the property has one or more a high risk factors 
such as a property that is unencumbered, vacant, of high value or the client is not resident in 
Australia.17 As part of the VOI process and ascertaining the right to deal a prudent step is to cross 
check this information to identify inconsistencies that may require further inquiries. The facts of 
Purrunsing v A’Court &Co demonstrate the difficulties for legal practitioners in identifying forged 
identity documents, but in the process of undertaking the broader inquiry about the client’s right to 
deal facts may come to the legal practitioner’s attention that warrant further inquiry. 
 
                                                            
16 In Purrunsing v A’Court &Co (a Firm) [2016] EWHC 789 (Ch) claims that the father had died and the property 
was a gift could have been checked by reviewing the previous transfer or searching for the death of the father. 
17 See for example the frauds perpetrated in Western Australia. R Low and L Griggs, ‘Identity Verification in 
Conveyancing: The Failure of Current Legislative and Regulatory Measures, and Recommendations for Change’ 
(2012) 76 The Conveyancer and Property Lawyer 363 at 369. 
